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Abstract

The Domain Name System's Authoritative Transfer (AXFR) use of the
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) as a transport protocol is defined.

1 Introduction

The Domain Name System's [RFC1034] [RFC1035] Authoritative Transfer
(AXFR) use of the User Datagram Protocol [RFC0768] (UDP) as a transport
protocol is defined.  A more thorough description of AXFR is "DNS Zone
Transfer Protocol (AXFR)" [DRAFT07].  This definition builds upon that
definition, including terminology, scope, applicability, etc.

Comments on this draft ought to be addressed to the editor or to
namedroppers@ops.ietf.org.
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1.1 Definition of Terms

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in "Key words for use in
RFCs to Indicate Requirement Levels" [BCP14].

1.2 Scope

This definition extends AXFR to make use of UDP.  This is an optional
extension to the DNS protocol.  Adherence to the requirements here
is needed only to claim compliance with this feature.

1.3 Use Cases

The applicability of AXFR on UDP is envisioned to be zones small
enough to fit inside the limited size of a DNS message (as adjusted
by EDNS0 [RFC2671]).  These may be encountered in application hosting
facilities in which customers might register only a handful of
resource records for their delegated domain.

An alternative to AXFR on UDP would be an IXFR [RFC1995] with a
serial number of 0, which would result in a full transfer in the
IXFR message format.

2 AXFR Session on UDP

An AXFR session on UDP consists of one AXFR query message and one
AXFR response message.  Unlike AXFR sessions on TCP [RFC0793],
only one AXFR response message is to be sent.  Note that due to
the unreliable nature of UDP, there is no guarantee that an AXFR
client will see an AXFR response to an AXFR query.

The AXFR response on UDP is restricted to one message because there
is no guarantee that UDP datagrams are delivered in the same
sequence they are sent.  Consequently, it is possible that if there
were multiple AXFR messages allowed, the final message might be
delivered before other parts of the zone.

An AXFR client SHOULD attempt to use AXFR on UDP if there is reason
to deduce the zone is small, for example, referring to the currently
held version of the zone.

Field names used in this document will correspond to the names as they
appear in the IANA registry for DNS Header Flags [DNSFLGS].

2.1 AXFR query

An AXFR query on UDP is the same as an AXFR query on TCP.  See section
2.1 in [DRAFT07].

2.2 AXFR response
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For the most part, the description in section 2.2 of [DRAFT07]
applies here, with some important exceptions.  Principally, any
discussion of the underlying connection is not relevant but the
comments about error returns are.

The AXFR response will consist of 1 message.

2.2.1 Header Values

Two header values have changed meanings on UDP, the rest remain
unchanged from section 2.2.1 of [DRAFT07].

TC          Set to 0 if the entire zone is in the message,
             Set to 1 if the zone failed to fit
QDCOUNT     MUST be 1

2.2.2 Query Section

This section MUST be copied from the query.

2.2.3 Answer Section

This section MUST be populated with the zone's entire contents.

The first and last resource records MUST be the zone's SOA.  The
requirement that the last resource record forces the contents of
a UDP delivered AXFR response to be the same of a 1 message TCP
delivered AXFR response or the merging of all the responses in a
multi-message TCP delivery.

2.2.4 Authority Section

See section 2.2.4 of [DRAFT07].

2.2.5 Additional Section

See section 2.2.5 of [DRAFT07].

3 Zone Contents

See section 3 of [DRAFT07].

4 Transport

The intent is to define AXFR on UDP to be as close to identical
to AXFR on TCP.  That is, the net result, the transfer of the
zone's contents, is supposed to be the same regardless of the
transport protocol.  But there are differences relating to the
mechanics of the transfer that need to be described.

4.1.1 AXFR client UDP



An AXFR client that is able to use UDP has to make the right decision
on when to use UDP.  This can be be from configuration settings or
perhaps noting that the held zone is small enough to fit in one
DNS message.

An AXFR client receiving a truncated (TC=1) message MUST discard the
the AXFR response and SHOULD retry on TCP.

If an AXFR client does not receive an AXFR response (as decided by
normal DNS message management), the AXFR client SHOULD retry on
TCP.

4.1.2  AXFR server UDP

An AXFR server on UDP MUST accept AXFR queries over the UDP transport.

If the zone does not fit inside the one DNS Message permitted on
UDP, the TC bit must be set to one.

5 Authorization

This section is entirely the same as section 5 of [DRAFT07].

6 Zone Integrity

This section is the same as section 6 of [DRAFT07] with the exception
of the comment about protecting TCP sessions does not apply.

7 Backwards Compatibility

The general principles from section 7 of [DRAFT07] apply here.

8 Security Considerations

Concerns regarding authorization, traffic flooding, and message
integrity are mentioned in "Authorization" (section 5), "UDP" (section
4.1) and Zone Integrity (section 6).

9 IANA Considerations

No new registries or new registrations are included in this document.

10 Internationalization Considerations

It is assumed that supporting of international domain names has been
solved via "Internationalizing Domain Names in Applications (IDNA)"
[RFC3490].

11 Acknowledgements

I'll figure this out later.
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